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Awesome Autumn Crafts
Give thanks this harvest season with

handmade crafts. FloraCraft® makes

it quick, easy and inexpensive with

STYROFOAM* brand foam and our

Straw products. You’ll find a bundle

of great craft ideas in this book to

decorate your home with the color-

changing season. Just add your own

creative touches to make them

naturally one of a kind.
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Cornucopia Collage
We decorated balls and cones of STYROFOAM* with mini-dried corn,

beans, acorns, pine cones, seeds and other harvest materials using a low-

temp glue. An assortment of color and texture creates an attractive, natural

centerpiece. Embellish your creations with raffia or jute for a finished look.
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Fabulous Foliage
Bring fall’s bursts of color inside

with these fallen-leaf inspired ideas.

Simply wrap various sized cones

of STYROFOAM* with silk foliage

garlands, raffia or straw. Use floral

pins or low-temp glue to hold

garlands in place. We covered

a 5" cube of STYROFOAM*

with fall-themed paper napkins,

scrapbook papers and ribbon to

create a festive stand that added

height to our display.
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Bales of Beauty
FloraCraft’s sun-bleached straw brings a natural feeling to any occasion

or season with it's rich, golden color and it’s perfect for harvest decorating.

You can dress up a simple bale using permanent or dried floral arrangements

and ribbon, or leave unembellished for an organic look.
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Orange October
Add a splash of color to your table with this autumn floral inspiration.

Glue a 3" ball of STYROFOAM* to the inside rim of a clay pot. Press the

stems of silk flowers into the ball to cover and add a single row of leaves

underneath for authenticity. Secure the stems using low-temp glue.

Harvest Happenings
Accessorize your harvest-style décor with this easy cube idea. We wrapped (like

a present) 3" cubes of STYROFOAM* with coordinating fabrics and used natural

jute to tie bows around each block, adding character. We then glued painted,

wood letters to the front of each block, spelling out the word “HARVEST”.
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Autumn Welcome
Spruce up your front porch in natural

style using FloraCraft’s straw products.

With various bale, heart, wreath and

swag sizes available, the decorating

possibilities are endless. You'll find

our straw bales in a variety of sizes

from 2 1/2" to our largest 24" bale.

Attach three wreaths together, like

we did, using floral wire and embellish

with floral garland for a festive front

door statement. The best part is all

of our straw products are reusable

and organic – at the end of the

season, you can mulch them into

your garden or flower beds for

healthier soil in the spring.
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Make It: Fun this harvest season with STYROFOAM* brand foam and crafting tips
from Floracraft®. Be sure to visit www.makeitfuncrafts.com for more money-saving,
creativity-boosting craft projects – for this season, and every season!

A Crafting Community
We want to know what you’re doing with STYROFOAM® brand foam!

Join Make It Fun® on Facebook to share ideas, tips and photos with

fellow crafters. You’ll also find templates and design ideas there,

as well as at www.styrofoamcrafts.com and www.makeitfuncrafts.com.

Projects designed by: Dondi Richardson


